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AUGUST UPDATES, REMINDERS and FEATURES
Tuesday, 02 August 2016
From the genius of Dieter Jossner, physicist and his laboratory/
office at Medical Electronics in Rheinau, Germany here is the latest
information on the UBS 315. Although small, this is a powerful
tool for the revitalization of water.
When the 2015 Germany tour delegation visited this amazing lab,
Mr. Jossner set jugs of water on the table and asked for two
volunteers. He immediately ran a darkfield analysis of their blood
and launched into one of his always enlightening, entertaining and
informative lectures (over coffee ask me how he turns off a cell
phone so that it is no longer sending out and receiving signals – I
think I even have a picture). Each volunteer was asked to drink a
glass of water and then about twenty minutes into his lecture, he
ran a second darkfield analysis.
I have to say, there were gasps and wow’s as the second darkfield appeared on the monitor.
The difference wasn’t just impressive – it was totally improved and almost as if it was a
different person. Amazing!
Honestly, this isn’t going to be a longterm change, but imagine if we could be drinking water
at our desk, or our arm chair, that actually donates healing energy. This is not a water filter so
we are not eliminating toxins or minerals. Rather we are taking regular water (in our office we
use our reverse osmosis water, but . . .) and through light and magnetics we are able to
reprogram water into its ideal biological condition.
Here’s an article written by Mr. Jossner describing this very nifty little device that should be
sitting on every one of your desks (even for your tea) or coffee table (for that evening glass of
red wine). I’m leaving out most of the pictures for this email and you can follow this link to
see the full UBS 315 article in print (PDF) format.
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